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摘 要
因為蜂巢式網路系統具有高可靠性、穩定性與普遍性等特點，所以在個人行
動通訊領域正進入蓬勃發展的階段。但是當行動通訊裝置增加時，可用通道可能
會不敷使用，因此，本論文於具有重疊區域的蜂巢式網路，提出了兩種演算法：
應用於小蜂巢嵌入於大蜂巢式網路（Small-Cell Embedded Large-Cellular, SCELC）
的適應性通道侵占（Adaptive Channel Preemption, ACP）演算法，以及應用於區塊
型蜂巢式網路（Sector-Based Cellular Networks, SBCN）的通道保留與侵占（Channel
Reservation and Preemption, CRP）演算法。
一個小蜂巢嵌入於大蜂巢式網路是由一個涵蓋範圍較大的固定式基地台
（Fixed Base Station, FBS）與涵蓋範圍較小的嵌入式基地台（Embedded Base
Stations, EBS）所構成，藉由增加嵌入式基地台的個數，ACP 演算法可降低新連線
的中斷機率。另外，ACP 演算法允許換手連線侵占位於嵌入式基地台涵蓋範圍內，
或兩個固定式基地台重疊區域內正在進行通訊的連線。我們提出一個馬可夫鏈模
型以探討在一個固定式基地台內部署一或多個嵌入式基地台時，新連線的中斷機
率與換手連線的失敗機率之間的關係。另一方面，當區塊型蜂巢式網路中某一區
塊的可用通道用罄之後，CRP 演算法將允許換手連線侵占位於兩個區塊，或兩個
蜂巢式網路的重疊區域內且正在進行通訊的連線，以降低換手連線失敗機率，而
此被侵占的連線將可換手至另外一個區塊的方向型天線，或另外一個蜂巢式網路
的基地台以保持連線不中斷。我們也提出一個馬可夫鏈模型來分析當區塊間的行
動通訊裝置非均勻分布時，通道保留與侵占演算法對區塊間換手連線失敗機率的
影響。
關鍵詞：通道保留，通道侵占、嵌入式蜂巢式網路、區塊、新連線的中斷機率、
換手連線的失敗機率、馬可夫鏈
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Abstract
In this dissertation, we present two channel preemption algorithms for cellular
networks with overlapping regions; adaptive channel preemption (ACP) algorithm for
small-cell embedded large-cellular (SCELC) networks and channel reservation and
preemption (CRP) algorithm for sector-based cellular networks (SBCN). An SCELC
network consists of a fixed base station (FBS) with large coverage and many embedded
base stations (EBS) with relatively small coverage. In an SCELC network, we consider
two aspects of dynamically allocating channels. First, by increasing one or more EBS
cells within an FBS cell, the proposed ACP can reduce blocking probability of new calls.
Second, to reduce dropping probability of handoff calls, the proposed ACP allows a
handoff call to preempt an ongoing call, when the latter is located in an EBS cell or in
the overlapping area of two adjacent FBS cells. An analytical model to analyze ACP is
built and numerical results reveal that embedding one or more EBS cells inside an FBS
cell needs to be done carefully, since it may have a tradeoff between the reduction of
new-call blocking probability and the increase of handoff-call dropping probability. On
the other hand, CRP algorithm is proposed for SBCN to reduce the dropping
probabilities of handoff calls. Specifically, when free channels in a sector are not
available, a handoff call, instead of being dropped, is allowed to preempt an ongoing
call residing in the overlapping region of two adjacent sectors or two neighbor cells. An
analytical model to analyze CRP is built and analytical results show that the proposed
CRP can significantly reduce the dropping probabilities of inter-sector handoff calls,
particularly when traffic between two sectors is not evenly distributed.
Keywords: channel reservation, preemption, embedded cellular networks, multiple
sectors, blocking probability, dropping probability, Markov chains.
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Chaper 1

Introduction

This chapter introduces the motivation of this dissertation, the approach to solution,
and the organization of this dissertation.
1.1 Motivation
For the past decade, cellular technology (2G/3G/3.5G or even the upcoming 4G)
has been proven to provide high reliability and stability for personal communications
[1]-[5]. A cellular network is normally formed with a base station (BS) and numerous
mobile terminals (MTs), where the communications between BS and MTs are
conducted over channels multiplexed by TDMA, FDMA, CDMA, OFDMA, etc.
Channel capacity of a cellular network may become insufficient when MTs are abruptly
increased in some special occasions, such as concerts, exhibitions, and sport games.

Fig. 1.1. Topology of small cells embedded within a large cell.

In a congested cellular network, an overlapping region across two BS signals can be
effectively utilized such that new-call blocking and handoff-call dropping probabilities
can be substantially reduced. Based on our thorough investigation, there are two types
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of overlapping region in a cellular network. The first-type overlapping region exists
because it is very practice today for a telecom company to adaptively allocate some
small cells (for example, a mobile BS) within a large cellular network. This type of
overlapping region is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. Obviously, the main purpose of embedding
small cells is to significantly increase channel capacity for MTs. An MT resides in a
small cell therefore could receive two signals from two different BSs, one from the
small cell, and another one from the surrounding large cell. The second-type
overlapping region can be observed from a cellular network with multiple sectors, as
shown in Fig. 1.2. By adjusting the transmission angle of a directional antenna, an
overlapping region exists between two sector boundaries. For example, if the
transmission angle of a directional antenna is 1500 , then a three-sector cellular network
will have a 300 (= 1500 − 1200 ) overlapping region across two adjacent sectors. Thus,
an MT in the overlapping region is able to communicate through two directional
antennas of two adjacent sectors, respectively.

Fig. 1.2. Topology of a cellular network with multiple sectors.
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1.2 Approaches
Since an MT can make a connection through one of the two BSs in the first-type
overlapping region or through one of the two antennas in the second-type overlapping
regions, it is critical that a channel reservation and preemption mechanism should be
developed such that new-call blocking and handoff-call dropping probabilities can be
improved. Specifically, channel preemption plays an important role when available
channels in a cellular network with overlapping regions are used up. Instead of being
blocked or dropped, a new call or a handoff call is allowed to preempt an ongoing call
steadily residing in either of the two types of overlapping region. Since a preempted call
in the overlapping region can switch over its service to another BS or to another
directional antenna, its connection won’t be disconnected.
Most of the literatures related to channel reservation and preemption mechanisms
in a cellular network did not consider a single large cell with overlapping regions. In the
first-type overlapping region, i.e., a large cellular network containing smaller cells, most
of the researches were concentrative to the topics of increasing energy efficiency and
mitigating inter-cell interference. For the second-type overlapping region, i.e., a cellular
network with multiple sectors, some authors proposed the channel reservation and
preemption schemes, which allow a higher priority call, such as real-time traffic, to
preempt a lower priority call, such as non-real-time traffic. In some research work, an
MT is allowed to use the available channels in the adjacent sectors.
Unlike the previous works, in this dissertation, we proposed channel reservation
and preemption mechanisms by fully utilizing the feature of the first-type and the
second-type overlapping regions. For the purpose of performance evaluation, we build
two Markov chain models to analyze the new-call blocking and handoff-call dropping
1-3

probabilities; one model for each type of overlapping region. Additionally, preemption
probability and channel utilization are also investigated in these two models. To
consider the overheads, we analyze time complexity and intra-handoff cost for the
first-type overlapping region. For the second-type overlapping region, we compare the
dropping probabilities of inter-sector/inter-cell handoff calls with and without using
channel reservation and preemption.
1.3 Contribution
Through the analysis in this dissertation, the new-call blocking probability is
significantly reduced by deploying one or more small cells, i.e., increasing the
overlapping regions, in the first-type overlapping region. Additionally, the channel
utilization of the small cells is more efficiently improved when the channel reservation
and preemption mechanism is adopted in the networks. In the second-type overlapping
region, the dropping probabilities of inter-sector and inter-cell handoff calls can be
improved through the fully utilization of the overlapping regions.
1.4 Organization
The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we first present
literatures survey related to channel reservation and preemption mechanisms. We then
introduce the research work on small-cell embedded large-cellular networks and
sector-based cellular networks. In Chapter 3, one channel reservation and preemption
mechanism is developed and a mathematical model is built for the first-type
overlapping region. In Chapter 4, the other channel reservation and preemption
mechanism and mathematical model are built for the second-type overlapping region.
Finally, Chapter 5 includes our concluding remarks and future works.
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Chaper 2

Literature Review

This chapter reviews the topics of channel reservation and preemption mechanisms
for cellular networks with two types of overlapping regions; the first-type exists in a
large cellular network containing smaller cells, and the second-type exists in a cellular
network with multiple sectors.
2.1 Channel Reservation and Preemption Mechanism
To reduce the new-call blocking and handoff-call dropping probabilities in a
cellular network, several schemes were proposed. For examples, dynamically adaptive
channel reservation (DACR) scheme was proposed in [6]. DACR purposely compresses
the available channels of new calls such that the compressed channels can be fully
employed by handoff calls. Similarly in [7], although guard channels are totally
reserved for handoff calls to reduce their dropping probability, new-call blocking
probability can be adversely increased. Both fixed resource allocation (FRA) and
dynamic resource allocation (DRA) schemes were proposed by P. Lin and Y. Lin in [8]
for a GSM/GPRS network. Another similar approach, called channel re-allocation
scheme (RAS), proposed in [9], assumed fixed number of channels allocated for new
calls and handoff calls, respectively. Since these approaches did not consider that traffic
could be changed all of a sudden, too much or too little capacity may be deployed than
they are really required.
During the past few years, many previous works focused on the preemption
mechanisms for cellular networks [10]-[15]. A new criterion called “User Satisfaction”
was introduced in [10]. The objective function of this criterion was to define the
preemption policy as an optimization problem in a QoS-enabled network. However, the
proposed preemption policy can lower down system utilization due to the extra
2-1

prediction process for User Satisfaction. Das et al. [11] attempted to balance the number
of users and the users’ satisfaction in a wireless network by presenting an admission
policy to maximize the net revenue. However, there is always a gap existing between
the evaluated users’ satisfaction and the real situation. A scheme called Adjusted
Multimode Dynamic Guard Bandwidth (AM-DGB) [12] can temporarily block one or
more lower-priority calls to guarantee longer connection time for higher-priority calls.
Later on, Yu et al. [13] proposed a fairness strategy to enhance the AM-DGB. However,
dynamically adjusting the bandwidth and frequently updating the fairness may require
very complicated computations. Hence, a more efficient preemption policy with random
selection was presented by Stanisic and Devetsikiotis [14]. Although the random
selection scheme used in the preemption mechanism can reduce the computation
significantly, it may unexpectedly consume too much bandwidth. In their three
proposed preemption methods, a cost function was defined to determine the best
combination of the three. A centralized and decentralized preemption algorithm was
proposed by Lau et al. [15] for a connection-oriented network to minimize the service
disruptions of ongoing calls.
2.2 A Large Cellular Network Containing Smaller Cells
Many literatures related to the topology of a large cellular network containing
smaller cells focused on the issues of energy efficiency (general defined as the ratio of
transmission rate to total energy consumption) [16]-[19] and inter-cell interference
[20]-[23]. In [16], when femtocell BS detects an idle-mode transmission from a mobile
user to a macrocell BS by a low-power sniffer capability, it will switch off all pilot
transmissions and processing associated with the wireless reception. S. Tombaz et al.
[17] proposed a power consumption model to analyze the tradeoff between the power
2-2

saved using low power base stations and the excess power that spent for backhaul in the
following three different networks: only macro BSs, macro combined with pico BSs,
and macro BSs combined with WLAN access points. The numerical results show that
the deployment of macro BSs combined with WLAN access points has better energy
efficiency because of high data rate and low power consumption. In a
macrocell-microcell hierarchical structure [18], the authors proposed a channel and
power allocation algorithm to minimize the total transmission power under transmission
constraint. W.-Y. Shin et al. [19] proposed an iterative algorithm for a one-dimensional
network; for example, a network covering a highway. Their proposed algorithms assign
mobile users in a way such that the number of allocated macro and micro BSs can be
minimized and the energy-normalized throughput can be maximized.
In a multi-cell network [20], the reference user, i.e. the worst user receiving the
largest interference from each BS, was introduced first. The authors then designed a
fully distributed algorithm with minimal exchange of information between neighboring
BSs. With a self-configuration function, in [21], a femtocell BS can initiate the transmit
power based on the measurement of interference from neighboring macrocell and
femtocell BSs. To mitigate the interference in a macro BS with some femtocell BSs
networks [22] , a femtocell BS may enter the idle listening state from the pilot sending
state. Then, three solutions, an UE based solution, a femtocell BS based solution, and a
network assisted solution, were proposed to solve the deadlock problem; i.e., both a
femtocell BS and its corresponding UE may stay in idle state. I-H. Hou, et al. [23]
proposed a distributed protocol to take into account the power consumption and
interference among different links in the self-organizing heterogeneous LTE systems.
According to SINR and the sum of interference and noise, etc., each BS updates its
2-3

power periodically by a heuristic approach for the power control. Besides, each client
chooses a BS that can maximize its throughput. The chosen BS can stay in active mode
or sleep mode by considering the effects of spectrum efficiency and energy
consumption.
2.3 Investigation on Sector-Based Cellular Networks
Both channel reservation and preemption schemes have been developed for a
mobile sectored network. For example, in [24], the authors not only proposed a dynamic
bandwidth reservation scheme to avoid unnecessary bandwidth wastes, but they also
presented a channel preemption algorithm. When free channels become unavailable, a
higher-priority MT delivering real-time traffic is allowed to preempt the channel
occupied by a lower-priority MT delivering non-real-time traffic. In a three-sector
cellular network, preemptive admission control mechanisms coupled with congestion
control were proposed in [25] and [26]. These two mechanisms allow a high-priority
MT to replace a low-priority one based on a pre-defined admission threshold. Similar to
channel preemption but more graciously, channel-borrowing scheme is designed to
improve the new-call blocking probability of real-time traffic. In [27], a MAC protocol
with probing process was proposed to detect the available slots in other sectors. These
unused slots can be forwarded and utilized by the MTs in the adjacent and congested
sectors.
Although there have been copious researches [28]-[31] on sector-based cellular
networks, most of the previous works focus on how to efficiently utilize frequencies to
minimize inter-cell or even inter-sector interference. For example, Lei et al. [28]
proposed a frequency reuse scheme to divide available subcarriers into two groups, the
super group used for the central region and the regular group used for the remaining
2-4

regions, which are further divided into sectors. Similarly, Ali et al. [29] proposed the
architecture of fractional frequency reused (FFR), where subcarriers are divided into
two physical groups to minimize inter-cell interference. Quite differently, Stolyar et al.
[30] proposed multi-sector gradient (MGR) and sector autonomous (SA) algorithms,
which can adjust the transmit powers of different sub-bands by maximizing the overall
network utility. A dynamic interference avoidance scheme was proposed by Rahman et
al. [31] to prevent from inter-cell interference, especially for the users in the sector
edge.
Recently, it has attracted more and more attention in studying how to reduce
new-call blocking and handoff-call dropping probabilities on sector-based cellular
networks. In fact, two topics, channel reservation and preemption, have emerged.
Although these two topics have been thoroughly studied for cellular networks used in
3G/4G [32]-[36], only few works are related to sector-based cellular networks. In the
aspect of channel reservation, to more effectively utilize reserved channels, C. Mala et
al. [37] proposed a novel genetic algorithm for a sectored network, where a sector is
split into high-handoff and low-handoff regions. In a three-sector mobile network, Park
and Chung [38] proposed a dynamic resource reservation scheme (DRRS) based on a
differentiated handoff estimation model. In DRRS, a mobile host is required for sending
reservation-change messages frequently to the BS of the surrounding cells. Similarly,
Lee et al. [39] proposed a resource reservation and allocation scheme, which can predict
the moving direction of a mobile terminal when it moves between two zones within a
sector. In [40], a vector machine is designed to compute the adequate amount of
bandwidth reserved for the target cell so that the forced termination probability can be
reduced.
2-5

Chaper 3

Adaptive Channel Preemption for Small-Cell Embedded
Large-Cellular Networks

In this chapter, the proposed adaptive channel preemption (ACP) algorithm for a
small-cell embedded large-cellular (SCELC) network is introduced, a 4-tuple Markov
chain model is built, and the numerical and simulation results are discussed.
3.1 The Adaptive Channel Preemption Model and Algorithm
The cellular network we study in this dissertation is referred to as small-cell
embedded large-cellular (SCELC) network. An SCELC network consists of a large cell
with fixed base station (FBS) and one or more relatively smaller cells with embedded
base stations (EBSs).

Fig. 3.1. Generalized topology of an SCELC network.

Fig. 3.1 shows a generalized topology of an SCELC network, consisting of one
central cell and six neighboring cells. In the SCELC networks, we assume the FBS cell
has radius R and the EBS cell has radius r. A mobile terminal (MT) in the SCELC
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networks may reside in the following three regions.
1.

Region 1: MT resides in the EBS cells (e.g., MT-A).

2.

Region 2: MT resides in any of the six overlapping regions (e.g., MT-B).

3.

Region 3: MT resides in the FBS cell, but not in the Regions of 1 and 2 (e.g.,
MT-C).
In the SCELC networks, there are two different types of handoffs; (i) Intra-handoff:

an MT originally residing in an EBS cell is moving out and attempting to acquire a
channel from the surrounding FBS cell, and (ii) Inter-handoff: an MT originally residing
in an FBS cell is moving out to one of its six neighboring FBS cells by passing through
Region 2, or vice versa. We assume an FBS cell has total channel capacity, CT , among
which certain amount of channels are purposely reserved for inter-handoff MTs. Let
CCR represent the channels reserved by the central FBS for MTs moving into the
central cell, and C NR represent the channels reserved by the neighboring FBS for MTs
moving out from the central cell. Thus, in the central cell, the available channels that
can be assigned to new calls become C A = CT − CCR . Assume that there are N EBS cells
within an FBS cell. By summing up the channel capacity in every EBS cell (i.e., C Ei ),
N

we have the total channel capacity of all the EBS cells, CE = ∑ CEi . Table 3.1
i =1

summarizes the parameters used in the SCELC networks. An adaptive channel
preemption (ACP) algorithm is designed for the SCELC networks. In the algorithm, we
assume acquiring one channel is the basic requirement for an MT to become active.
Under this assumption, two different scenarios of channel preemption, ACP-1 and
ACP-2, could be invoked by an MT. They are explained one by one as below.
1.

ACP-1: In the central cell, when the available FBS channels, C A , are used up, a
new call in Regions 2 and 3 or an intra-handoff call from Region 1 to Region 3 can
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be blocked. However, channel preemption can be invoked by the new call or the
intra-handoff call if both the following two conditions are met: (i) one active MT
residing in an EBS cell is employing an FBS channel, and (ii) at least one channel
in the EBS cell is free.
2.

ACP-2: In the central cell, when both the available FBS channels, C A , and the
EBS channels are used up, an intra-handoff call moving from Region 1 to Region 3
can be blocked because ACP-1 is not possible. However, ACP-2 can be invoked by
the intra-handoff call if both the following two conditions are met: (i) an active MT
residing in Region 2 is employing an FBS channel, and (ii) at least one channel of
C NR is free.

Table 3.1. Parameters used in the SCELC networks.
Parameters
CT
CCR
C NR

Descriptions
Total channel capacity in an FBS cell.
Reserved channels by the central FBS cell for handoff MTs
moving into central cell from one of the six neighboring cells.
Reserved channels by a neighboring FBS cell for handoff MTs
moving out from central cell to the neighboring cell.

CA

Available channels in FBS.

CE

The total available channels in EBS cells.

R

The distance from the hexagon center to any vertex.

r

Radius of an EBS cell.

N

The number of EBS cells within an FBS cell.

After ACP-1 was invoked, a new call or an intra-handoff call begins to employ the
channel released by the preempted MT in Region 1. The latter, though it was preempted,
can sustain its communication by switching to the channel provided by an EBS.
Similarly, after ACP-2 was invoked, an intra-handoff call begins to employ the channel
released by the preempted MT in Region 2. The latter, though it was preempted, can
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sustain its communication by switching to the channel provided by a neighboring FBS
cell. The proposed ACP algorithms designed for new calls, intra-handoff calls, and
inter-handoff calls are shown in Fig. 3.2. In the figure, we define the following four
types of ongoing calls; (i) w = the number of ongoing calls which reside in Region 1
and currently use EBS channels, (ii) i = the number of ongoing calls which reside in
Region 3 and currently use FBS channels, (iii) j = the number of ongoing calls which
reside in Region 1 and currently use FBS channels, and (iv) k = the number of
ongoing calls which reside in Region 2 and currently use FBS channels. In addition, we
use two variables, u and v , to represent channel increment or decrement in C NR and
CCR , respectively. Specifically, u is decremented by one when an MT employs a

reserved channel in the neighboring cells and it is incremented by one when an occupied
channel is released. Likewise, v is decremented or incremented by one when a
reserved channel in the central cell is employed or released by an MT.

Initialize w = 0 , i = 0 , j = 0 , k = 0 , C A , C E , u = C NR , v = CCR ;
EBS_Channel_Employed ( j , w );
{ j = j −1 ;

// an ongoing call in Region 1 is preempted

w = w +1;

// the preempted call is re-connected through EBS}

EBS_Channel_Released ( w , i );
{ w = w −1 ;
i = i +1 ;

// the number of EBS channels is decremented by one

// the intra-handoff call is re-connected through FBS}

Neighbor_Reserved_Channel ( k , u );
{ k = k −1 ;
u = u −1 ;

// an ongoing call in Region 2 is preempted
// channels reserved by a neighboring FBS cell is decremented by one}

// when a new call is arriving
If ( i + j + k = C A )

// the available channels in FBS are used up

If ( w < CE ) && ( j ≠ 0 )

// ACP-1 is invoked

Case 1: the new call is in Region 2
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k = k +1 ;

// the new call is accepted

EBS_Channel_Employed ( j , w );
Case 2: the new call is in Region 3
i = i +1 ;

// the new call is accepted

EBS_Channel_Employed ( j , w );
Else this new call is blocked;

// When an intra-handoff call is moving out from an EBS cell to the outside FBS cell
If ( i + j + k = C A ) // the FBS channels are used up
If j ≠ 0
Then

// ACP-1 is invoked

EBS_Channel_Released ( w , i );
EBS_Channel_Employed ( j , w );

Else if j = 0
If

// no preemptable ongoing call in Region 1

( k > 0 ) && ( u > 0 ) // ACP-2 is invoked

Then

EBS_Channel_Released ( w , i );
Neighbor_Reserved_Channel ( k , u );

Else this intra-handoff call is dropped;

// When an inter-handoff call is in the overlapping area
Case 1: the inter-handoff call is moving from the central cell to the neighboring cell
If u > 0
Then

u = u −1 ;

// the inter-handoff call is accepted and channels reserved by a
neighboring FBS cell is decremented by one

Else this inter-handoff call is dropped;
Case 2: the inter-handoff call is moving from the neighboring cell to the central cell
If v > 0
Then

v = v −1 ;

//the inter-handoff call is accepted and channels reserved by
the central cell is decremented by one

Else this inter-handoff call is dropped;

Fig. 3.2. The proposed ACP algorithms.

3.2 Analytical Model of the ACP Model
In this section, we are interested in evaluating the proposed ACP algorithm on the
SCELC networks. The reason why Markov chains are used to evaluate the proposed
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SCELC networks and the associated ACP algorithms is because a cellular network
inherently possesses channels as its capacity. Available channels are decremented by
one when an MT is active and incremented by one when an MT becomes inactive. This
channel behavior can be easily modeled as discrete-time Markov chains. A 4-tuple
Markov model is built to analytically derive the preemption probabilities of new calls
and intra-handoff calls, the probability of new-call blocking, and the probability of
handoff-call dropping. Using 4-tuple (i, j, k, w) in a Markovian state, we can capture the
characteristics of the proposed ACP.
3.2.1

Model Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the analytical model.
1.

Since we assume low-density deployment of EBS cells within an FBS cell, direct
handoff between two EBS cells is not considered.

2.

It needs one and only one EBS/FBS channel for an MT to become active. An
active MT is referred to as an ongoing call in our model.

3.

When an ongoing call, originating from the FBS cell, moves into one of the EBS
cells, it will not relinquish the FBS channel to reduce intra-handoff cost.

4.

The co-channel interference is ignored when an active MT resides in the boundary
of EBS or FBS cell [41]-[43].
To facilitate our analysis, as shown in Fig. 3.3, we approximate a single FBS

hexagon cell with six overlapping areas into an equivalent topology with two concentric
circles [44], the outer circle with radius a × Req and the inner circle with radius b × Req ,
where Req =

3 3
R ≈ 0.91R , 1 ≤ a ≤ 2 , and 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 [45]. Remember that R is
2π

defined as the distance from the hexagon center to any vertex. Hence, Req is the
equivalent radius of the hexagon cell. By adjusting the parameters, a and b, we can
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enlarge or shrink the handoff area (i.e., the area between the outer and the inner circle).
As compared to Fig. 3.1, Region 1 is still the coverage of all the EBS cells, yet Region 2
is converted to the area between the outer and the inner circle, and Region 3 is
converted to the area of inner circle by excluding Region 1. If we let p, q, and z denote
the area ratio of Region 1, 2, and 3 to the outer circle, respectively, we have
2

2

(aReq ) 2 π − Nπr 2 − πReq (a 2 − b 2 )
πReq (a 2 − b 2 )
Nπr 2
q
=
,
,
and
z
=
=1− p − q .
p=
(aReq ) 2 π
(aReq ) 2 π
( aReq ) 2 π
Notice that r is the radius of an EBS cell, and N is the number of EBS cells.

Fig. 3.3. Equivalent topology of a single FBS cell.

3.2.2

Markov Chains

A 4-tuple Markov chain model with states (i, j , k , w) , as defined in Section 3.1, is
built to analyze the proposed ACP algorithm on an SCELC network. The state transition
diagram of this 4-tuple Markov chains is shown in Fig. 3.4. The transition rates for
arrival and departure processes are listed as in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, respectively.
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Fig. 3.4. State transition diagram.

Table 3.2. State transition rates entering (i, j, k, w).

λi −1 = z × λN , if (i − 1) + j + k < C A
λ j −1 = p × λN × S NE , if ( i + ( j − 1) + k < C A ) & & ( w = CE )

(I.1)

λk −1 = q × λN , if i + j + (k − 1) < C A
λ w−1 = p × λ N , if (w − 1) < CE
µi +1 = (i + 1) × µ
(I.5)

(I.3)

(I.2)
(I.4)

µ j +1 = ( j + 1) × µ

(k + 1) × µ

( I.7)
µ k +1 = (k + 1) × ( µ + µ H ), if u > 0

out
(k + 1) × µ + (k + 1) × µ H × (1 − FInterH ), if u = 0
Vin = ( w + 1) × µde , if (i − 1) + j + k < C A

(I.9)

µ w +1 = ( w + 1) × µ ( I.8)

∆ in = ( k + 1) × µ do 2

( j + 1) × µ de
Γin = 
ACP −1
[( j + 1) × µ de + w × µ de ]× FIntraH , if (i + j + k = C A ) & & (( j + 1) > 0)
q
p
δ in = (i + 1) ×
× µ df
(I.12)
γ in = (i + 1) ×
× µ df
p+q
p+q
PN _ (in ) = z × λN × S NF , if (i + j + k = CA ) & & ( j > 0) & & ((w − 1) < CE )
ACP−1
( w + 1) × µ de × FIntraH
, if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j = 0) & & (k + 1 > 0) & & (u > 0)
PV _ (in ) = 
ACP−1
ACP−2
( w + 1) × µ de × FIntraH × (1 − FIntraH
) , if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j = 0) & & (k + 1 > 0) & & (u = 0)

Φ in = q × λN × S NF , if (i + j + k = CA ) & & (( j +1) > 0) & & ((w −1) < CE )
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..(I.6)

(I.10)
(I.11)
(I.13)
(I.14)
( I.15)
(I.16)

Table 3.3. State transition rates departing from (i, j, k, w).

λi = z × λN , if i + j + k < CA

(II.1)

λ j = p × λN × S NE , if (i + j + k < CA ) & & (w = CE )

(II.2)

λk = q × λN , if i + j + k < C A
λ w = p × λ N , if w < CE

(II.3)

µi = i × µ

(II.4)

µj = j×µ

(II.5)

k × µ

µk = k × ( µ + µ H ), if u > 0

out
k × µ + k × µ H × (1 − FInterH ), if u = 0

(II.7)

µw = w × µ

Vout = w × µ de , if i + j + k < CA

(II.9)

∆ out = k × µdo 2

 j × µ de
Γout = 
ACP −1
[ j × µ de + w × µ de ]× FIntraH , if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j > 0)
q
p
δ out = i ×
× µ df
(II.12) γ out = i ×
× µ df
p+q
p+q
PN _ (out ) = z × λN × S NF , if (i + j + k = CA ) & & ( j > 0) & & ( w < CE )
ACP −1
 w × µ de × FIntraH
, if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j = 0) & & ( k > 0) & & (u > 0)
PV _ (out ) = 
ACP −1
ACP − 2
 w × µ de × FIntraH × (1 − FIntraH
), if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j = 0) & & (k > 0) & & (u = 0)

Φ out = q × λN × S NF , if (i + j + k = CA ) & & ( j > 0) & & (w < CE )

(II.6)
(II.8)
(II.10)
(II.11)
(II.13)
(II.14)
(II.15)
(II.16)

Explanations of Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 are summarized as follows:



Eqs. (I.1) and (II.1) are new-call generation rates in Region 3 using FBS channels.



Eqs. (I.2) and (II.2) are new-call generation rates in Region 1 using FBS channels.



Eqs. (I.3) and (II.3) are new-call generation rates in Region 2 using FBS channels.



Eqs. (I.4) and (II.4) are new-call generation rates in Region 1 using EBS channels.



Eqs. (I.5) and (II. 5) are call termination rates in Region 3 using FBS channels.



Eqs. (I.6) and (II. 6) are call termination rates in Region 1 using FBS channels.



Eqs. (I.8) and (II. 8) are call termination rates in Region 1 using EBS channels.



Eqs. (I.7) and (II.7) individually denote three different rates: (i) call termination
rate in Region 2, (ii) inter-handoff rates from central FBS to one of the six
neighboring cells when the reserved channels are not used up, and (iii)
inter-handoff rates from central FBS to one of the six neighboring cells when the
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reserved channels are used up.



Eqs. (I.9) and (II.9) are departure rates from Region 1 to Region 3.



Eqs. (I.10) and (II.10) are departure rates from Region 2 to Region 3.



Eqs. (I.12) and (II.12) are departure rates from Region 3 to Region 2.



Eqs. (I.13) and (II.13) are departure rates from Region 3 to Region 1.



Eqs. (I.11) and (II.11) individually denote two different rates: (i) departure rates
from Region 1 to Region 3 without switching over FBS channels, and (ii)
departure rates from Region 1 to Region 3 by switching over an EBS to FBS
channel after executing ACP-1.



Eqs. (I.14) and (II.14) are new-call generation rates in Region 3 after executing
ACP-1.



Eqs. (I.16) and (II.16) are new-call generation rates in Region 2 after executing
ACP-1.



Eqs. (I.15) and (II.15) are departure rates from Region 1 to Region 3 by switching
over an EBS to FBS channel after executing ACP-2.
To derive the state transition rates in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, first of all, we need to

define two service rates. By referring to [46] and [47], the cell service rate and the
handoff-area service rate can be computed by µdwell =

E[V ] × L
E[V ]
and µ H − dwell =
,
π×A
E[ D]

respectively, where E[V ] is the average speed of MTs, L is the perimeter length of a
cell, A is the cell area, and E[D] is the average length of moving path of an MT in the
handoff region. In this dissertation, we assume the moving path of an MT in the handoff
region (i.e., Region 2) will follow a straight line and the length of the moving path, D, is
uniformly distributed in a range, [0, (a − b) Req ]. Thus, the average length of moving path
of an MT can be easily computed as E[ D] = ( a − b) Req / 2 . In the model, we also assume
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that the new-call arrival rate is a Poisson process with mean λ N and the call duration
time, T, is exponentially distributed with mean µ −1 . Let Tde , Tdo , and Tdf represent
the dwell time of an ongoing call in Region 1, 2, and 3, respectively. The service rates
of the three regions (denoted as µ de , µ do , and µ df ) can be computed as shown in Eq.
(1).

µde =

2 E[V ] × bReq
2 E[V ]
2 E[V ]
, µdo =
, µdf =
r ×π
(a − b) × Req
π × [(bReq )2 − N × r 2 ]

(1)

When an MT resides in Region 2, we assume the probability of moving into the
central cell is equal to the probability of moving out from the central cell. Thus, the
handoff rate of an MT, denoted as µH , can be derived from µ do directly. That is,
1
2

µH = × µdo .

(2)

Let S NF be the successful-generation probability of a new call when available
channels in FBS (i.e., C A ) becomes zero, but at least one channel in EBS is available.
Let S NE be the successful-generation probability of a new call when the available
channels in EBS (i.e., CE ) becomes zero, but at least one channel in FBS is available.
We have

S NF = (
S NE

µ −1 − λ N −1 C
) , if (i + j + k = C A ) && (j > 0) && (w < C E )
µ −1
A

µ −1 − λ N −1 C
=(
) , if (i + j + k < C A ) && (w = CE )
µ −1

,

(3)

E

where µ −1 is the call duration time and λN

−1

is the idle time of a call. An

intra-handoff call (i.e., a call moving out from Region 1 to Region 3) can either preempt
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an ongoing call in Region 1 through ACP-1 if the available channels in FBS becomes
zero or it can preempt an ongoing call in Region 2 through ACP-2 if both the available
ACP −1
channels in FBS and EBS are used up. Let FIntraH
be the failure probability of an
ACP − 2
intra-handoff call using ACP-1 and FIntraH
be the failure probability of an

intra-handoff call using ACP-2. We have

ACP −1
FIntraH
=(

ACP − 2
FIntraH

−1
µ −1 − µ de
)C , if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j > 0)
−1
µ
A

−1
µ −1 − µ de
=(
)C , if (i + j + k = C A ) & & ( j = 0) & &(k > 0) & &(u = 0)
−1
µ

, (4)

NR

out
For inter-handoff calls, let FInterH
be the failure probability of an inter-handoff call
in
be
which moves from the central cell to one of the six neighboring cells, and FInterH

the failure probability of an inter-handoff call which moves from one of the six
out
in
neighboring cells to the central cell. FInterH
and FInterH
can be computed from Eq. (5).

out
FInterH

−1
−1
 µ −1 − ( µ −1 − µ df−1 − µdo
− ne × µde
)
=

−1
µ



in
FInterH

µ
=


−1

− (µ

−1

−

µ df−1

−

−1
µdo

−

µ −1

C NR

−1  C CR
ne × µde
)




−1
−1
 µ df−1 + µ do
+ ne × µde
)
=

−1
µ



 µdf−1

=


+

−1
µ do

C NR

, if u < C NR

−1  CCR
+ ne × µde
)
 , if
−1

µ



,

(5)

v < CCR

Note that, in Eq. (5), ne denotes the number of EBS cells which an ongoing call
may pass through. If we assume the moving path of an MT is a straight line, then ne
can be simplified to be smaller than N, which is the total number of EBS cells in an
SCELC network. Finally, let π (i, j, k , w) be the steady-state probability in the 4-tuple
Markov chain model. To analytically solve this model, we have to include the initial
condition, as shown in Eq. (6), into the state-transition matrix, which can be derived
from Table 3.2 and Table 3.3.
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CE C A C A −k C A − j −k

∑∑ ∑ ∑π (i, j, k , w) = 1 .
w=0 k = 0 j = 0

(6)

i =0

By multiplying the inverse of the state-transition matrix with a single-column
matrix (all zero except a one in the last element), the steady-state probability can be
computed.

3.2.3

Performance Metrics

We first summarize the notations of performance metrics in an SCELC network as
shown in Table 3.4.
Table 3.4. Notations of performance metrics in an SCELC network.

Notations Descriptions
ACP −1
PNP
ACP −1
PHP

ACP − 2
PHP

The preemption probability of new calls under the operation of ACP-1.
The preemption probability of intra-handoff calls under the operation of
ACP-1.
The preemption probability of intra-handoff calls under the operation of
ACP-2.

Pnb

The new-call blocking probability.

Phd

The handoff-call dropping probability.

PIntraH
out
PInterH

in
PInterH

The dropping probability of intra-handoff calls.
The dropping probability of inter-handoff calls moving out from the central
cell to one of the six neighboring cells.
The dropping probability of inter-handoff calls moving from one of the six
neighboring cells into the central cell.

U FBS

Channel utilization of FBS.

U EBS

Channel utilization of EBS.

ACP −1
ACP −1
Let PNP
and PHP
respectively represent the preemption probability of new

calls and the preemption probability of intra-handoff calls under the operation of ACP-1.
They can be computed from the 4-tuple Markov chain model as shown in Eqs. (7) and
(8), respectively.
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ACP −1
PNP
=

CE −1 C A C A −k

∑ ∑ ∑ π ( C

A

− j − k , j , k , w ) × S NF )

w=0 k =0 j =1

(7)

CA CA −k

+ ∑ ∑ π ( C A − j − k , j, k , CE ) × S NF × (1 − S NE )
k =0 j =1
CE C A C A − k

ACP −1
ACP −1
PHP
= ∑∑ ∑ π ( C A − j − k , j, k , w ) × FIntraH
) 

(8)

w =1 k =0 j =1

ACP −1
. This is
Note that in Eq. (8) the steady-state probability is multiplied by FIntraH

because when all the channels in FBS are used up, the probability for intra-handoff call
to preempt a channel is equal to

−1
µde
−1
µ de
is the dwell time in Region 1. Since
−1 , where
µ

ACP − 2
be the
only intra-handoff calls are allowed to invoke ACP-2, if we let PHP

preemption probability of intra-handoff calls, it can be derived from the Markov model
as shown in Eq. (9).

ACP − 2
PHP

 CE u
ACP −1
 ∑∑ π ( C A − k , 0, k , w ) × FIntraH  , if u > 0
 w=1 k =1
= C C
E
A
ACP −1
ACP − 2

π ( C A − k , 0, k , w ) × FIntraH
× (1 − FIntraH
)  , if u = 0
∑∑
 w=1 k =1 

(9)

Let Pnb be the new-call blocking probability. It can be computed from S NF and
S NE as shown in Eq. (10). Basically, Pnb consists of two terms. The first term
represents the probability that the available channels of FBS (i.e., C A ) are completely
used up, and the second term denotes the probability that ACP-1 cannot be invoked.
CE C A

Pnb = ∑∑ π ( C A − k ,0, k , w ) × S NF 
w= 0 k =0

( 10 )

C A C A −k

+ ∑ ∑ π ( C A − j − k , j , k , CE ) × S NF × S NE 
k =0 j =1

Let Phd be the handoff-call dropping probability. Phd can be computed as shown
in Eq. (11). Basically, Phd consists of three terms. The first term, PIntraH , is the
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out
dropping probability of intra-handoff call, the second term, PInterH
, is the dropping

probability of inter-handoff calls moving out from the central cell to one of the six
in
neighboring cells, and the third term, PInterH
, is the dropping probability of

inter-handoff calls moving from one of the six neighboring cells into the central cell.
out
in
Phd = PIntraH + PInterH
+ PInterH

( 11 )

Where

 CE
ACP −1
∑ π (C A ,0,0, w) × FIntraH
 w =1
 CE C A
ACP −1
ACP − 2
+ ∑ ∑ π (C A − k ,0, k , w) × FIntraH × FIntraH , if u > 0
 w =1 k =u +1

=
 CE
ACP −1
∑ π (C A ,0,0, w) × FIntraH
 w =1
 CE C A
ACP −1
ACP − 2
+
π (C A − k ,0, k , w) × FIntraH
× FIntraH
, if u = 0
 ∑∑
w =1 k =1

( 12 )

out
PInterH

 CE C A C A − k C A − j − k 
µH
out 
× FInterH
 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ π ( i, j, k , w ) ×
 , if u > 0
µ + µdo

 w=0 k =u +1 j =0 i =0 

=
 CE C A C A − k C A − j − k
out 
 ∑∑ ∑ ∑ π ( i, j , k , w ) × µH × FInterH

 , if u = 0
 w=0 k =1 j =0 i =0 
µ + µdo


( 13 )

in
PInterH

 CE C A C A − k C A − j − k 

µH
in
× FInterH
 ∑ ∑ ∑ ∑ π ( i, j, k , w ) ×
 , if v > 0
µ
µ
+
w
=
0
k
=
v
+
1
j
=
0
i
=
0
do




=
 CE C A C A − k C A − j − k

in
 ∑∑ ∑ ∑ π ( i , j, k , w ) × µ H × FInterH

 , if v = 0
 w=0 k =1 j =0 i =0 
µ + µdo


( 14 )

[

]

[

PIntraH

[

]

]

[

In Eqs. (13) and (14),

]

µH
denotes the handoff probability of an ongoing call
µ + µdo

which resides in Region 2. At last, channel utilization of FBS, denoted as U FBS , and
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channel utilization of EBS, denoted as U EBS , can be calculated from Eqs. (15) and (16),
respectively.
CE C A C A −k CA − j −k

U FBS = ∑∑ ∑

∑

w= 0 k = 0 j = 0

i =0

CE C A C A − k C A − j − k

U EBS = ∑∑ ∑

∑

w =0 k =0 j = 0

i =0

i+ j+k
× π ( i, j, k , w)
CA

w
× π ( i, j , k , w )
CE

( 15 )
( 16 )

3.3 Analytical and Simulation Results
From the analytical model presented in Chapter 3.2, we can compute the blocking
probability of new calls, the dropping probability of inter-handoff calls, and the
preemption probability under ACP-1 and ACP-2 by using MATLAB. To validate the
analytical results, we build a simulation model written in C.

3.3.1

Simulation Model

Since in the 4-tuple Markov model, MTs, EBS cells, and the six neighboring cells
are impossible to be uniquely identified, we have assumed the channels in all the EBS
cells is a total sum shared by MTs. The same assumption of a total sum is applied to the
reserved channels in the six neighboring cells. However, these assumptions could make
the blocking and dropping probabilities lower than a realistic situation. Thus, running a
simulation to validate the analytical results becomes an essential. Since it is quite simple
to distinguish channels belonging to a specific cell in a simulation model, more realistic
characteristics are captured. For example, when an MT moves into the coverage area of
a specific neighboring cell, only the channel count is decremented by one. The
parameters and values listed in Table 3.5 were used when running the MATLAB tool
and the simulation model. The network topologies of analytical and simulation models
are referred to Fig. 3.1, and the results of analytical and simulation are concentrative in
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the central FBS cell.

Table 3.5. Parameters used in the analytical and the simulation models.

Parameters

Values

Number of MTs in an FBS cell (in simulation)

30

Available channels in an FBS cell ( C A )

20

Channels in an EBS cell ( C Ei )

4

Reserved channels by central cell ( CCR )

3

Reserved channels by neighboring cells ( C NR )

3, 6

Traffic load (ρ)

0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2

Call duration time ( 1 / µ )

500 sec

Distance from the hexagon center to any vertex (R)

2 Km

Radius of an EBS cell (r)

500 m, 800 m

Number of EBS cells (N)

0, 1, 2, 3
10 km/h (≅ 3 m/s)

Speed of mobile nodes (V)

to 40 km/h (≅ 11 m/s)

Overlapping area ratio ( a / b )

3.3.2

1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8

Mobility Model

In [46] and [47], the authors assumed that an MT is likely to move in any direction
with arbitrary distribution of moving speed as the mobility model with uniform density
throughout the networks. Based on the referred model, an MT moves arbitrarily in a
region of our analytical model during the dwell time. Till the end of the dwell time, an
MT moves from the original region to another one according to the area ratio. Similarly,
in the simulation model, we assume an MT is generated every 1 λ seconds and an
active call can last for ܶ seconds. MTs are assumed to be uniformly distributed across
the SCELC networks. The moving pattern of an MT can be determined by the area ratio
and the moving speed. For example, when an MT originates from Region 3, it will
remain in Region 3 till Tdf seconds. Thus, an MT in Region 3 has the probability of
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p
q
to move into Region 1, and the probability of
p+q
p+q

3.3.3

to move into Region 2.

Analytical and Simulation Results

Fig. 3.5.. New-call
New
blocking probability versus traffic load.
load
By defining traffic load,
load ρ = λN /(C A µ ) , Fig. 3.5 shows the new-call
new
blocking
probability ( Pnb ) as ρ increases from 0.3 to 1.2. We can observe that new-call
new
blocking probabilities are increased along with the increase of traffic load. It is
interesting to notice that new-call
new call blocking probabilities can be significantly reduced by
deploying just one or two EBS cells in the SCELC network (i.e., N = 1 or 2 in the
figure). Another interesting phenomenon worthy to observe is that new-call
new
blocking
probability will be slightly increased when the speed of MT increases from 10 to 30
km/h. The reason is because that higher speed of MT will increase the number of MT
attempting to handoff to the six neighboring cells. Consequently, free FBS and EBS
channels are mostly occupied by inter-handoff
inter
calls.
s. This certainly increases new-call
new
blocking probability.. When comparing the analytical results to the simulation results,
we observe that the latter is about 3-7%
3 7% larger than the former. This discrepancy
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increases with N. This
his is because, in the analytical model, we assumed all the EBS cells
can be logically integrated into one, while in the simulation each EBS cell is uniquely
identified. Thus,
hus, if the channels in an EBS cell are used up, no channels in other EBS
cells can be shared.

speed
Fig. 3.6.. Dropping probability of handoff calls versus MT speed.

Fig. 3.6 shows the handoff-call
handoff
dropping probability ( Phd ) versus the speed of MT
by fixing a / b = 1.2 , C NR = 3 , and CCR = 3 . It is obvious that when the speed of MT
is accelerated, Phd is decreased rapidly. This
is is because the time to occupy the
reserved channels for low--speed MT (e.g., V = 10 km/h) is much longer than that for
high-speed MT (e.g., V = 30 km/h). Additionally, it is expected that as traffic load is
increased from 0.5 to 1.2, handoff-call
handoff
dropping probability is increased accordingly.
However, embedding one or two EBS cells inside an FBS cell may adversely increase
handoff-call
call dropping probability.
probability. This is because the dropping probability of
intra-handoff calls ( PIntraH ) increases as N increases. Since in the analytical model, we
assumed the reserved channels of the six neighboring cells are a total sum, we found out
that Phd from the simulation is about 2-5%
2
larger than Phd computed from the
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analytical model.

ACP
Fig. 3.7. Preemption probability of new calls under ACP-1.
ACP −1
Fig. 3.7 shows the preemption probability of new calls under ACP-11 (i.e., PNP
) as
ACP −1
traffic load ( ρ ) increases from 0.3 to 1.2. It is observed that as ρ increases, PNP

increases more rapidly at high-speed
high
MT (e.g., V = 30 km/h) than at low-speed
low
MT (e.g.,

V = 10 km/h). This is because when the speed of MT is accelerated, the MTs in Region
2 or 3 employing FBS channels have higher possibility to move into the EBS cells.
Hence, once the traffic load increases, the probability for a new call in Region 2 or 3 to
preempt an ongoing call within an EBS cell through ACP-1
ACP is increased. Another
interesting phenomenon is that when the speed of MT is high, deploying one more EBS
cell (from N = 1 to N = 2) can substantially reduce new-call
new
blocking due to the
ACP −1
significant increase of PNP
. When comparing the analytical to the simulation results,
ACP −1
we observe that PNP
from the simulation is about 3-7%
3 7% larger than that computed

from the analytical
lytical model. This is because in the simulation model channels are not
shared among the EBS cells, which make an EBS cell quite easy to run out of its
channels. Once the channels are used up, new calls
calls in an EBS cell has high possibility
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ACP −1
to acquire channels from the FBS cell. Thus, PNP
of the simulation is larger than

that from the analytical model.

Fig. 3.8. Preemption probability of intra-handoff calls under ACP-1.
ACP

Fig. 3.8 shows the preemption
p
probability of intra-handoff calls
call under ACP-1
ACP −1
( PHP
) versus the total number of EBS cells (N). In thee figure, as N is increased,
ACP −1
PHP
of high-speed MT increases more significantly than that of lowlow-speed MT. This

is because high-speed
speed MT will normally increase the opportunity of handoffs
handoff (i.e., from
an EBS cell to the FBS cell), which consequently increases the preemption probability
of intra-handoff calls; particularly when more channels in EBS cells are available.
ACP −1
Another
nother interesting phenomenon worthy to observe is that PHP
at high traffic load

( ρ = 1.2) is slightly higher than that at low traffic load ( ρ = 0.5),
5), no matter which MT
speed is applied. This result explicitly reveals that the preemption probability of
intra-handoff callss under ACP-1
ACP increases accordingly with the increasing ongoing calls
in the SCELC network. In general, simulation results are relatively larger than the
analytical results. This is because in the simulation model it has high possibility for an
MT to employ an FBS channel, which naturally increases the preemption probability of
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intra-handoff callss under ACP-1.
ACP

Fig. 3.9. Preemption probability of intra-handoff calls under ACP-2.
ACP

Next, we are interested in investigating the impact of inter-cell
inter
overlapping area
ACP − 2
ratio ( a / b ) on the preemption probability of intra-handoff callss under ACP-2
ACP ( PHP
).

By fixing ρ = 1 , CCR = 1 , N = 2 , and r = 500 , Fig. 3.9 shows the variations of
ACP − 2
PHP
as a / b increases from 1.2 to 1.8. It is observed that as interinter-cell overlapping
ACP − 2
area increases, PHP
increases more quickly at higher-speed
higher
MT (e.g., when V = 30

km/h) than at lower-speed
speed MT (e.g., when V = 10 km/h). This is because lower-speed
lower
MT usually takes more time to pass through the inter-cell overlapping area,
area which
naturally gives more opportunity for being preempted, particularly when the
overlapping area is enlarged. From Fig. 3.9,, we also observe that for the same speed of
ACP − 2
MT, simply incrementing C NR from 3 to 6 can predominantly increase PHP
. It

should be noticed that although
alt
incrementing C NR can increase the successful
probability of intra-handoff
handoff calls
calls due to the increasing preemption probability,
probability it may
adversely increase the new-call
new
blocking probability,, since available channels in the
FBS cell (i.e., C A ) could be reduced. Because
ecause in the simulation model, the reserved
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channels of a neighboring
ing cell cannot be shared by other neighboring cells, it will
ACP − 2
increase the probability of channel preemption of intra-handoff calls.
s. Thus, PHP

from simulation is larger than that from the analytical model.

Fig. 3.10
10.. Channel utilization of FBS and EBS cells.
cells

Let us study the performance improvement when more than one EBS cell is
deployed within an FBS cell. By referring to Eqs. (15) and (16), Fig. 3.10 shows the
variations of channel utilization in FBS and EBS cells (i.e., U FBS and U EBS ) when the
total number of EBS cells (N) is increased. It is observed that U FBS is decreased while

U EBS is increased as N is increased from 0 to 3. In fact, both U FBS and U EBS curves
approach to 0.5 when N = 3 and ρ = 1.2 . This interesting phenomenon results from
the channel selection policy of new calls
call (refer to λ j in Table 3.3). Specifically
pecifically, when
a new call is generated in an EBS cell, it will first choose the EBS channel and then the
FBS channel if none of the EBS channels are available. Thus,
hus, along with the increase of
EBS channels (i.e., by increasing N), U FBS is inclined to decrease and U EBS is
inclined to increase, and eventually two curves merge together at large N and ρ . It is
interesting to notice that U EBS from the simulation model is smaller than that from the
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analytical model. This is because
beca
in the simulation we assumed an MT can employ only
the channels of an EBS cell where it resides, while in the analytical model, all the EBS
channels are logically integrated as a total sum and these channels are shared by all MTs.
MT
Quite the opposite,, the simulation results of U FBS is larger than the results from the
analytical model. This is because an MT in the simulation model has higher possibility
to employ an FBS channel.
Furthermore, to compare the channel utilization with and without the proposed
ACP algorithm, Fig. 3.11 shows that the U EBS (channel utilization of EBS)
EBS can be
improved by 13% on average.
average Especially as N (the number of EBS cells within an FBS
cell) is decreased from 3 to 1 along with the decrement of the total available channels in
EBS cells, the channel utilization
ilization can be improved from 7% to 26%
26% when traffic load is
high (e.g., when ρ = 1.2 ) due to the efficient ACP algorithm.

Fig. 3.11.. U EBS comparisons with and without using ACP.
ACP

To study a system with more dynamic behaviors, MTss are assumed to have two
different moving speeds according to the regions they reside. In Region 1 (i.e., within
the coverage of EBS cells), MTs have the average speed of E[V1 ] . Inn Regions
R
2 and 3
(i.e.,
i.e., the region outside the EBS cells),
cells , MTs have the average speed of E[V2 ] . Thus, Eq.
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(1) can be rewritten to Eq. (17).

µde_ m =

2 E [V2 ] × bReq
2 E [V1 ]
2 E [V2 ]
, µdo_ m =
, µdf_ m =
r ×π
( a − b) × Req
π × [(bReq )2 − N × r 2 ]

( 17 )

Notice that E[V1 ] is relatively smaller than E[V2 ] , since in some special
occasions (concerts,
concerts, exhibitions,
exhibitions and sport games), MTs in the EBS cells usually do not
move largely and frequently. By referring
r
to [48], we set E[V1 ] = 3.6 km/h and E[V2 ] =
30 km/h to represent walking and normal driving speeds, respectively.

Fig. 3.12.. Comparison of new-call
new call blocking probabilities for different moving
speeds.

Fig. 3.12 shows the comparisons of new-call
new call blocking probabilities for a system
with the same moving speed versus a system with two different moving speeds. As
traffic load is increased from 0.3 to 1.2, the new-call
new
blocking probabilities
probabili
of two
different moving speeds are reduced from 5% up to 60% as compared to those of the
same speed. This
his large reduction is because MTss in the EBS cells have lower
probabilities to move out to FBS cells. Consequently, new callss have less competition in
acquiring channels in FBS cell. When the traffic load is increased to exceed 1.0, it is
better to add one more EBS cell for a system with different moving speeds. As it can be
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observed, two EBS cells (N=2) have achieved more significant reduction in the new-call
blocking than just embedding a single EBS cell (N=1).

3.3.4

Time Complexity Analysis

Time complexity is analyzed to evaluate the complexity of the proposed algorithms.
Both ACP-1 and ACP-2 algorithms require the processing of channel increment and
decrement on EBS and FBS. When only ACP-1 is invoked, an MT is verified to see
whether it meets the condition of ACP-1; i.e., the MT must reside in Region 1 and it
must employ an FBS channel. Thus, the time complexity of invoking ACP-1 is O(n),
where n is the number of MTs residing in Region 1 of the central FBS cell. When only
ACP-2 is invoked, an MT is verified to see whether it meets the condition of ACP-2; i.e.,
the MT must reside in Region 2 and one of the neighboring cells must have a free
channel. Hence, the time complexity of invoking ACP-2 is O(nm), where n is the
number of MTs residing in Region 1 of the central FBS cell, and m is the number of
MTs residing in Region 2 of the central FBS cell. Finally, when ACP-1 and ACP-2 are
invoked subsequently, the time complexity is O(n 2 m) .

3.3.5

Analysis of Intra-handoff Cost

Assumption 3 in Section 3.2.1 was made to reduce intra-handoff cost. In other
words, an ongoing call moves from FBS to EBS cell will not relinquish its connection
with FBS. To compute the saving on intra-handoff cost, we let E[X] be the average
number of times that an MT originating from Region 3 may move to Region 1. E[X] can
be computed as in Eq. (18)

E[ X ] =

µdf
p
×
,
p + q µ + µdf
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( 18 )

where

µ df
µ + µ df

is the probability of MTs that may move out from Region 3 and

p
p+q

is the ratio of MTs that may move to Region 1.

.
Fig. 3.13. Analysis of Intra-handoff cost.

Fig. 3.13 shows the relationship between E[X] and the moving speed of MTs. It is
observed that E[X] increases as the moving speed increasess from 10 km/h to 40 km/h.
This is because when accelerating thee speed, MTs have the higher possibility to move
out from its original region. Another observation is that when the number of embedded
cells is increased form N=1 to N=3, E[X] increases significantly. This is because when

N=3, MTs has higher possibility to move to one of the EBS cells. Onn the other hand,
increasing a can decrease the saving on intra-handoff
intra
cost for MTs have higher
possibility to move to Region 2 (i.e., the overlapping region of two adjacent cells).
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Chaper 4

A Channel Reservation and Preemption Model in
Sector-Based Cellular Networks

In this chapter, the proposed channel reservation and preemption (CRP) algorithm
for a sector-based cellular network (SBCN) is introduced, a 6-tuple Markov chain
model is built, and the discussions of numerical results are presented.

4.1 The Channel Reservation and Preemption Model
The topology of SBCN is introduced first, and then we describe the method of
frequency reuse and channel preemption schemes for inter-sector and inter-cell handoff
calls in SBCN.

4.1.1

Sector-based Cellular Networks

Fig. 4.1. A generalized topology of an SBCN.
A sector-based cellular network (SBCN) consists of multiple hexagonal cells while
each cell is further divided into equal-sized sectors through directional antennas. As
shown in Fig. 4.1, a generalized topology of an SBCN has one central cell and six
neighbor cells. Since there are overlapping regions between any two adjacent sectors
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and also between any two neighbor cells, three different kinds of regions are defined in
an SBCN as shown in Fig. 4.1. Under an SBCN, an MT may temporarily dwell in.
1.

Region 1: the overlapping region of two adjacent sectors (e.g., MT-A and MT-B).

2.

Region 2: the overlapping region of two neighbor cells (e.g., MT-C).

3.

Region 3: other than Regions 1 and 2 (e.g., MT-D).
In an SBCN, an MT is differentiated by its calling status, i.e., new, handoff, and

preemptable calls. A new call will have to acquire a channel before its communication
is established. A handoff call is further divided into two types: (i) inter-sector handoff
call: an MT originally residing in a sector is moving out to a neighbor sector by passing
through Region 1, and (ii) inter-cell handoff call: an MT originally residing in a cell is
moving out to a neighbor cell by passing through Region 2. Since the moving speed of
an MT is inversely proportional to its residence time in a region; the slower moving
speed of an MT, the longer residence time it may have. A preemptable call is a call
whose channel can be preempted by a handoff call; i.e., either by an inter-sector or by
an inter-cell handoff call.

4.1.2

Frequency Reuse

In an SBCN, a hexagonal cell with radius R is divided into N S sectors. Let CO
denote the number of channels modulated from an allocated bandwidth. As shown in
Fig. 4.2(a) and (b), when N S is even, the same channels can be reused for every other
sector. Let Cn , m represent the number of channels allocated to Sector n in Cell m. We
have Cn , m = CO 2  , where n = 1, 2, ..., N S . Let CmT be the total number of channels
NS

produced in Cell m. We have CmT = ∑ Cn , m = N S × CO 2 . Similarly, when N S is odd,
n =1

the same channels can be reused if they are separated for at least two sectors. Hence,
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NS

Cn , m = CO 3 , and CmT = ∑ Cn, m = N S × CO 3 .
n =1

( a ) C mT = N S × Co / 2  , if N S is even

( b ) C mT = N S × Co / 3 , if N S is odd

Fig. 4.2. Total number of channels through frequency reuse.
Table 4.1. Parameters defined in an SBCN.

Parameters Descriptions
R

Distance from the center of a hexagon to any vertex.

NS

Number of sectors in a cell.

Cn , m

Number of channels allocated to Sector n of Cell m.

Cnisp, m

Channels reserved in Sector n of Cell m for inter-sector preempted calls.

Cnicp
,m

Channels reserved in Sector n of Cell m for inter-cell preempted calls.

CnA, m

Available channels in Sector n of Cell m for new calls and handoff calls.

To increase the probability of successful preemption, a certain amount of CnT, m
channels are reserved for preempted calls. Let Cnisp, m and Cnicp, m denote the number of
channels reserved for inter-sector preempted calls and inter-cell preempted calls,
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respectively. Hence, the number of channels remaining for new calls and handoff calls
in the n-th Sector of Cell m become CnA, m = Cn, m − Cnisp, m − Cnicp, m . Table 4.1 summarizes the
parameters as defined.

4.1.3

Channel Preemptions

Channel preemption in an SBCN consists of two different types: inter-sector
channel preemption (ISCP) and inter-cell channel preemption (ICCP). Fig. 4.3(a)
illustrates the step-by-step procedure of an ISCP: (1) an inter-sector handoff call moves
from Sector n＋1 to Sector n, (2) it finds no free channel in Sector n to handoff, (3) BS
observes that an MT residing in the overlapping region (i.e., Region 1) is taking up a
channel belonging to Sector n, (4) BS also observes that a channel reserved by Sector n

＋1 (or Sector n－1) for inter-sector preempted call is free, (5) BS switches over the
channel to assist the inter-sector handoff call, and (6) the released channel (the shaded
block) in Sector n can be taken up by the inter-sector handoff call.
Similarly, Fig. 4.3(b) illustrates the step-by-step procedure of an ICCP: (1) an
inter-cell handoff call moves from Cell m＋1 to Cell m, (2) it finds no free channel in
Cell m to handoff, (3) BS of Cell m observes that an MT residing in the overlapping
region (i.e., Region 2) is taking up a channel belonging to Cell m, (4) BS of Cell m＋1
also observes that a channel reserved for inter-cell preempted call is free, (5) BS of Cell

m switches over the channel to assist the inter-cell handoff call, and (6) the released
channel (the shaded block) in Sector n of Cell m can be taken up by the inter-cell
handoff call. Since an inter-sector or an inter-cell preempted call can switch over to a
channel reserved by a neighbor sector or by a neighbor cell, its communication is
retained; i.e., it is not disrupted even though its channel is preempted.
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(a) ISCP

(b) ICCP
Fig. 4.3. Illustrations of ISCP and ICCP.

The proposed CRP algorithms designed for inter-sector and inter-cell handoff calls
are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, respectively. Prior to introducing the algorithms, let
us denote the parameter N ni , m to be the number of ongoing calls in Region i (where

i = 1, 2, 3 ) belonging to Sector n of Cell m. To describe the channel variations, we use
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ηna, m to represent the increment or decrement of available channels in Sector n of Cell m.

In addition, we let ηnisp, m and ηnicp, m represent the increment or decrement of reserved
channels, Cnisp, m and Cnicp, m , respectively.

i

a

A

isp

isp

isp

isp

Initialize N n , m = 0 , ηn , m = Cn , m , ηn −1, m = ηn , m = ηn +1, m = Cn, m ;
1

isp

isp

Reserved_Channels_for_Inter-Sector_Preempted_Call ( N n , m , ηn −1, m + ηn +1, m );
1

1

{ Nn,m = Nn,m − 1

// an ongoing call in Region 1 is preempted

ηnisp−1, m + ηnisp+1, m = ηnisp−1, m + ηnisp+1, m − 1 // decrement the channels reserved for inter-sector
preempted call by one }

// When an inter-sector handoff call is moving from Sector n+1 to Sector n
a
If (ηn , m = 0 ) // available channels in Sector n are used up

1
isp
isp
If ( N n , m > 0 ) && (ηn −1, m + ηn +1, m > 0 )

1

1

// ISCP is invoked
3

3

( N n +1, m = N n +1, m − 1 ) && ( N n , m = N n , m + 1 );

Then

1

isp

isp

Reserved_Channes_for_Inter-Sector_Preempted_Call ( N n , m ,ηn −1, m + ηn +1, m );

Else this inter-sector handoff call is dropped;

Fig. 4.4. The CRP algorithm for inter-sector handoff calls.

i

a

A

a

A

icp

icp

Initialize N n , m = 0 , ηn , m = Cn , m , ηn , m +1 = Cn , m +1 , ηn , m = Cn, m ;
2

icp

Reserved_Channels_for_Inter-Cell_Preempted_Call ( N n , m , η n , m +1 );
2

2

{ N n , m = N n, m − 1

// an ongoing call in Region 2 is preempted
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ηnicp, m +1 = ηnicp, m +1 − 1 // decrement the channels reserved for inter-cell preempted calls by
one }

// When an inter-cell handoff call is moving from Cell m+1 to Cell m
a
If (ηn , m = 0 ) // available channels in Cell m are used up

2
icp
If ( N n , m > 0 ) && (ηn , m +1 > 0 )

Then

2

// ICCP is invoked

2

3

3

( N n, m +1 = N n , m +1 − 1 ) && ( N n , m = N n, m + 1 );
2

icp

Reserved_Channesl_for_Inter-Cell_Preempted_Call ( N n , m , η n , m +1 );

Else this inter-cell handoff call is dropped;

Fig. 4.5. The CRP algorithm for inter-cell handoff calls.

4.2 Performance Evaluation Model
In this section, we are interested in analytically evaluating the proposed ISCP and
ICCP. The reason why Markov chains are selected for the evaluation is because the
capacity of a cellular network is usually measured by the number of channels. Available
channels are decremented by one when an MT is active and incremented by one when
an MT becomes inactive. The behavior of channel increment and decrement can be
easily modeled as discrete-time Markov chains. A 6-tuple Markov chain model is built
to analytically derive the preemption probabilities, the blocking probability of new calls,
the dropping probability of handoff calls, and the channel utilization.

4.2.1

Model Assumptions

The following assumptions are made in the analytical model.
1.

It needs one and only one channel for an MT to become active. An active MT is
referred to as an ongoing call in our analytical model.
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2.

The co-channel interference is ignored when an active MT resides in the
overlapping regions of two adjacent sectors or cells [41]-[43].

Fig. 4.6. Equivalent topology of a single cell.
To facilitate our analysis, a single hexagon cell with six overlapping areas is
converted to an equivalent topology with two concentric circles as shown in Fig. 4.6
[44]; the outer circle has radius a × Req and the inner circle has radius b × Req , where
Req =

3 3
R ≈ 0.91R , 1 ≤ a ≤ 2 , 0 ≤ b ≤ 1 [45], and R is defined as the distance from the
2π

hexagon center to any vertex. Hence, Req is the equivalent radius of the hexagon cell.
By adjusting the parameters, a and b, we can enlarge or shrink the handoff area (i.e., the
region between the outer and the inner circle). As compared to Fig. 4.1, Region 1 is still
the overlapping regions of two adjacent sectors; Region 2 is converted to the area
between the outer and the inner circle; Region 3 is converted to the area of inner circle
by excluding Regions 1 and 2. Let ܴܣଵ , ܴܣଶ , and ܴܣଷ respectively denote the area
2×

ratio of Regions 1, 2 and 3 to the outer circle. We have AR1 =
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θO
360

o

× (bReq ) 2 π
Aa

,

θT

2

AR2 = 360

o

× ( a 2 − b 2 ) Req π

Aa − 2 ×
AR3 =

,

Aa

θO
360

o

× (bReq ) 2 π −

θT
360

and

2

o

× (a 2 − b 2 ) Req π
= 1 − AR1 − AR2 .

Aa

In

equations, Aa is the coverage area of a directional antenna, i.e., Aa =

the

θT
o

360

above

× (aReq ) 2 π .

Note that ߠ் is the transmission angle of a directional antenna. Let ߠை denote the
angle of two overlapping sectors, we can have θ O = θ T − θ S , where θ S is the angle of a
sector i.e., θ S =

4.2.2

360o
.
NS

Markov Chains

The transition rates of a Markovian state, ( N n1, m , N n2, m , N n3, m , N n1 +1, m , N n1 −1, m , N n2, m +1 ) , are
characterized by their arrival and departure processes, listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3,
respectively.

Table 4.2. State transition rates for arrival process.

Transition rates

States transition

Eq.

AR1 × λn, m ,

if

η na, m > 0

( N n1, m ) → ( N n1, m + 1)

(III.1)

AR2 × λn, m ,

if

η na, m > 0

( N n2, m ) → ( N n2, m + 1)

(III.2)

AR3 × λn, m ,

if

η na, m > 0

( N n3, m ) → ( N n3, m + 1)

(III.3)

AR1
× λn +1, m ,
2

if

η na+1, m > 0

( N n1 +1, m ) → ( N n1 +1, m + 1)

(III.4)

AR1
× λn −1, m ,
2

if

η na−1, m > 0

( N 1n −1, m ) → ( N 1n −1, m + 1)

(III.5)

AR2 × λn, m +1 ,

if

η na, m +1 > 0

( N n2, m +1 ) → ( N n2, m +1 + 1)

(III.6)

if

N n1, m > 0

2θ o
N n1,m ×

θT
2θ o

θT

× AR2

× AR2 + 2 × AR3

× µ d1

,

( N n1, m , N n2, m )
→ ( N 1n, m − 1, N n2, m + 1)
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(III.7)

N 1n,m ×

AR3

× µ d1

,

if

N n1, m > 0

if

N n2, m > 0

,

if

η na, m

N 1n −1, m × µ S 2 ,

if

η na, m > 0

N n2, m +1 × µ C

if

η na, m > 0

2θ o

θT
N n2, m ×

× AR2 + 2 × AR3

AR3
× µd 2 ,
2 × ( AR1 + AR3 )

N 1n +1, m × µ S 2

,

→ ( N n2, m − 1, N n3, m + 1)
( N n3, m , N 1n +1, m )

>0

→ ( N n3, m + 1, N n1 +1, m − 1)
( N n3, m , N 1n −1, m )
→ ( N n3, m + 1, N 1n −1, m − 1)
( N n3, m , N n2, m +1 )
→ ( N n3, m + 1, N n2, m +1 − 1)

if (η na, m = 0)and( N 1n, m > 0)
isp
and(η nisp
+1, m + η n −1, m > 0)

if (η na, m = 0)and( N 1n, m > 0)
isp
and(η nisp
+1, m + η n −1, m > 0)

if (η na, m +1 = 0)and ( N n2, m +1 > 0)

× µC ,

( N 1n, m , N n3, m , N 1n +1, m ) →
( N 1n, m − 1, N n3, m + 1, N 1n +1, m − 1)
( N n1, m , N n3, m , N n1 −1, m ) →
( N 1n, m − 1, N n3, m + 1, N 1n −1, m − 1)
( N n2, m , N n2, m +1 )
→ ( N n2, m − 1, N n2, m +1 − 1)

and(η nicp
, m > 0)
if (η na, m = 0)and( N n2, m > 0)

,

( N 1n, m , N 1n −1, m )
→ ( N n1, m − 1, N 1n −1, m − 1)

and(η nisp
, m > 0)

,

( N 1n, m , N 1n +1, m )
→ ( N n1, m − 1, N 1n +1, m − 1)

if (η na−1, m = 0)and( N n1 −1, m > 0)

N 1n +1, m × µ S 2 ,

N n2, m +1 × µ C

( N n2, m , N n3, m )

and(η nisp
, m > 0)

1
× N 1n, m × µ S1 ,
2

N n2, m

→ ( N 1n, m − 1, N n3, m + 1)

if (η na+1, m = 0)and( N n1 +1, m > 0)

1
× N 1n, m × µ S1 ,
2

N 1n −1, m × µ S 2

( N n1, m , N n3, m )

and(η nicp
, m +1 > 0)

( N n2, m , N n3, m , N n2, m +1 ) →
( N n2, m − 1, N n3, m + 1, N n2, m +1 − 1)

(III.8)

(III.9)
(III.10)
(III.11)
(III.12)
(III.13)
(III.14)
(III.15)
(III.16)
(III.17)
(III.18)

Table 4.3. State transition rates for departure process.

Transition rates

States transition

Eq.

N 1n, m × µ + N 1n, m × µ S1 ,

if

η na+1, m + η na−1, m > 0

( N n1, m ) → ( N n1, m − 1)

(IV.1)

N n2,m × µ + N n2,m × µ C ,

if

η na, m +1 > 0

( N n2, m ) → ( N n2, m − 1)

(IV.2)

N n3,m × µ ,

if

N n3, m > 0

( N n3, m ) → ( N n3, m − 1)

(IV.3)

N n1 +1, m × µ + N n1 +1, m × 2 µ d1 ,

if

N 1n +1, m > 0

( N n1 +1, m ) → ( N n1 +1, m − 1)

(IV.4)

N 1n −1, m × µ + N n1 −1, m × 2µ d 1 ,

if

N n1 −1, m > 0

( N n1 −1, m ) → ( N 1n −1, m − 1)

(IV.5)

N n2, m +1 × µ + N n2, m +1 × µ d 2 ,

if

N n2, m +1 > 0

( N n2, m +1 ) → ( N n2, m +1 − 1)

(IV.6)

if

N n2, m > 0

N n2, m ×

AR1
× µd 2 ,
2 × ( AR1 + AR3 )

( N 1n, m , N n2, m )
→ ( N 1n, m + 1, N n2, m − 1)
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(IV.7)

N n3, m ×

AR1

θ − θo
AR1 + S
× AR2
θS

× µd3 ,

θS −θo
× AR2
θS
× µd 3 ,
N n3, m ×
θ − θo
× AR2
AR1 + S
θS

if

N n3, m > 0

if

N n3, m > 0

( N n1, m , N n3, m )
→ ( N 1n, m + 1, N n3, m − 1)

( N n2, m , N n3, m )
→ ( N n2, m + 1, N n3, m − 1)

(IV.8)

(IV.9)

Explanations of Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 are summarized as follows. Equations
(III.1), (III.2), and (III.3) are the new-call arrival rates in Regions 1, 2, and 3 of Sector n,
respectively. Equations (III.4) and (III.5) are the new-call arrival rates in Region 1 of
Sector n＋1 and n－1, respectively. Equation (III.6) is the new-call arrival rate in
Region 2 of Cell m＋1. Equations (III.7) and (III.8) are the departure rates from Region
1 to Region 2 and Region 3, respectively. Equation (III.9) is the departure rate from
Region 2 to Region 3. Equations (III.10) and (III.11) are the inter-sector handoff rates
from Sector n＋1 and Sector n－1 to Sector n, respectively. Equation (III.12) is the
inter-cell handoff rate from Cell m＋1 to Cell m. Equations (III.13) and (III.14) are the
inter-sector handoff rates from Sector n to Sector n＋1 and Sector n－1 respectively
after executing ISCP. Equations (III.15) and (III.16) are the inter-sector handoff rates
from Sector n＋1 and Sector n－1 to Sector n respectively after executing ISCP.
Equation (III.17) is the inter-cell handoff rate from Cell m to Cell m＋1 after executing
ICCP. Equation (III.18) is the inter-cell handoff rate from Cell m＋1 to Cell m after
executing ICCP.
Equation (IV.1) individually denotes two different rates: (i) the call termination rate
in Region 1, and (ii) the inter-sector handoff rate from Sector n to the neighboring
sectors. Equation (IV.2) individually denotes two different rates: (i) the call termination
rate in Region 2, and (ii) the inter-cell handoff rate from Cell m to Cell m＋1. Equation
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(IV.3) is the call termination rate in Region 3. Equation (IV.4) individually denotes two
different rates: (i) the call termination rate, and (ii) the departure rate in Region 1 of
Sector n ＋1. Equation (IV.5) individually denotes two different rates: (i) the call
termination rate, and (ii) the departure rate in Region 1 of Sector n－1. Equation (IV.6)
individually denotes two different rates: (i) the call termination rate, and (ii) the
departure rate in Region 2 of Cell m＋1. Equation (IV.7) is the departure rate from
Region 2 to Region 1 in Sector n. Equations (IV.8) and (IV.9) are the departure rates
from Region 3 to Regions 1 and 2, respectively.
To derive the state transition rates in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, we need to define
two service rates first. By referring to [46] and [47], the cell service rate and the
handoff-area service rate can be computed by µdwell =

E[V ] × L
E[V ]
and µ H − dwell =
,
π×A
E[ D]

respectively, where  ]ܸ[ܧis the average speed of MTs, L is the perimeter length of a
cell, A is the cell area, and  ]ܦ[ܧis the average length of moving path of an MT in the
handoff region. In this dissertation, we assume the moving path of an MT in the handoff
region (i.e., Region 2) follows a straight line and the length of the moving path, D, is
uniformly distributed in a range, [0, ( a − b) × Req ] . Thus, the average length of moving
path of an MT can be easily computed as E[ D] = ( a − b) × Req 2 . In the model, we also
assume that the new-call arrival rate in Sector n of Cell m follows a Poisson process
with mean λn, m . The call duration time, T, is exponentially distributed with mean µ −1 .
Let Td1 , Td 2 , and Td 3 represent the dwell time of an ongoing call in Region 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. The service rates of three regions (denoted as µ d 1 , µ d 2 , and µ d 3 ,
respectively) can be computed as shown in Eq. (19).

µd1 =

2 E[V ] 360o
2 E[V ]
360o
2 E[V ]
360o
×
×
×
, µd 2 =
, µd 3 =
π × bReq 2θ O
π × bReq θ S − θ O
(a − b) × bReq θT
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(19 )

When an MT resides in Region 1, the probability of moving out the overlapping
region of two adjacent sectors is determined by the area ratio of Regions 2 and 3. Thus,
the inter-sector handoff rates of an MT residing in Region 1, denoted as µ S 1 and µ S 2 ,
can be derived from µ d 1 directly. Similarly, when an MT resides in Region 2, the
probability of moving into a cell is assumed to be the same as the probability of moving
out from a cell. Thus, the inter-cell handoff rate of an MT, denoted as µC , can be
derived from µ d 2 directly. That is,

µ S1 =

AR3
2θ O

θT

× AR2 + 2 × AR3

× µd1, µ S 2 =

AR3

θO
× AR2 + 2 × AR3
θT

× 2 µ d 1 , µC =

1
× µd 2
2

( 20 )

To determine the maximum number of states in Sector n+1, Sector n－1, and Cell

m+1, we need to calculate the available channels and the area ratios from Eq. (21),
where the maximum of N n1 +1, m (denoted as Max( N n1 +1, m ) ), the maximum of N n1 −1, m
(denoted as Max( N n1 −1, m ) ), and the maximum of N n2, m +1 (denoted as Max( N n2, m +1 ) ) can
be approximately computed by (i) the area ratios of Regions 1, 2, and 3 to the region of
outer circle (i.e., AR1 , AR 2 , and AR3 ), and (ii) ηna+1, m , ηna−1, m , and ηna, m +1 .













a
a
a
η n +1, m
η n −1, m
η n, m +1
, Max( N 1

, Max( N 2

.
Max( N 1n +1, m ) = 
)
=
)
=
n −1, m
n , m +1

  AR 

 AR2   AR3  
 AR2   AR3  


AR
2+ 
2+ 
  1  +1+  3  
+

+



  AR2 
 AR1   AR1  
 AR1   AR1  
 AR2  

Finally, let π ( N n1, m , N n2, m , N n3, m , N n1 +1, m , N n1 −1, m , N n2, m +1 ) be the steady-state probability
in the 6-tuple Markov chain model. To analytically solve this model, we have to include
the initial condition, as shown in Eq. (22), into the state-transition matrix, which is
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( 21 )

derived from Table 4.2 and Table 4.3.

Max ( N n2,m +1 ) Max ( N n1−1,m ) Max ( N n1 +1,m ) C nA,m

∑
N n2,m +1 = 0

∑

∑

N n1 −1,m

N n1 +1,m

=0

=0

C nA,m − N n3,m C nA,m − N n2,m − N n3,m

∑ ∑
N n3,m

=0

N n2,m

=0

∑π (N
N n1 ,m

1
2
3
1
1
2
n , m , N n , m , N n , m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n , m +1 )

=1

=0

By multiplying the inverse of the state-transition matrix with a single-column
matrix (all zero except a one in the last element of each row), the steady-state
probability can be computed.

4.2.3

Performance Metrics

We first summarize the notations of performance metrics in an SBCN as shown in
Table 4.4.
Table 4.4. Notations of performance metrics in an SBCN.

Notations Descriptions
PISCP

PICCP
Pnb

The preemption probability due to inter-sector handoffs under the operation
of ISCP.
The preemption probability due to inter-cell handoffs under the operation
of ICCP.
The blocking probability of new calls in Sector n of Cell m.

Pd −isho

The dropping probability of inter-sector handoff calls.

Pd −icho

The dropping probability of inter-cell handoff calls.

UA

Available channel utilization of Sector n in Cell m.

The performance metrics of our interests include (i) the preemption probability due
to inter-sector handoffs, (ii) the preemption probability due to inter-cell handoffs, (iii)
the blocking probability of new calls, (iv) the dropping probability of inter-sector
handoffs, (v) the dropping probability of inter-cell handoffs, and (vi) the channel
utilization.
Let PISCP represent the preemption probability due to inter-sector handoffs under
4-14

( 22 )

the operation of ISCP. As shown in Eq. (23), PISCP can be derived by considering the
three scenarios: (i) an inter-sector handoff call moves from Sector n＋1 to Sector n and
finds no free channels to handoff (i.e., N n1, m + N n2, m + N n3, m = CnA, m ), (ii) an ongoing call
residing in Region 1 takes up a channel belonging to Sector n (i.e., N n1, m > 0 ), and (iii) at
least one channel in Sector n＋1 (or Sector n－1) reserved for inter-sector preempted
calls is free (i.e., ηnisp+1, m + ηnisp−1, m > 0 ).

Max ( N n2,m +1 ) Max ( N n1 −1,m ) Max ( N n1+1,m ) C nA,m

PISCP =

∑

∑

∑

∑

N n2,m +1 = 0

N n1 −1,m = 0

N n1 +1,m =1

N n2,m = 0

C nA,m − N n2,m

∑
N 1n ,m =1


µS 2 
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
A
,
π ( N n , m , N n , m , Cn , m − N n, m − N n , m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n , m +1 ) ×
µ + µ S 2 


( 23)

if η nisp+1, m + η nisp−1, m > 0

Let PICCP be the preemption probability due to inter-cell handoffs under the
operation of ICCP. As shown in Eq. (24), PICCP can be derived by considering the
following three scenarios: (i) an inter-cell handoff call moves from Cell m＋1 to Cell m
and finds no free channels to handoff (i.e., N n1, m + N n2, m + N n3, m = CnA, m ), (ii) an ongoing call
residing in Region 2 takes up a channel belonging to Cell m (i.e., N n2, m > 0 ), and (iii) at
least one channel in Cell m＋1 reserved for inter-cell preempted call is free (i.e.,
ηnicp, m +1 > 0 ).
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Max ( N n2,m +1 ) Max ( N n1−1,m ) Max ( N n1+1,m ) C nA,m

PICCP =

∑

∑

N n2,m +1 =1

N 1n −1,m = 0

C nA,m − N n2,m

∑
N 1n ,m = 0

∑

∑

N n1+1,m = 0 N n2,m =1


µC 
1
2
A
1
2
1
1
2
,
π ( N n, m , N n , m , Cn , m − N n , m − N n , m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n , m +1 ) ×
µ + µC 


( 24)

if η nicp, m +1 > 0

It is noticed that
Region 1, and

µS 2
in Eq. (23) denotes the inter-sector handoff probability in
µ + µS 2

µC
in Eq. (24) denotes the inter-cell handoff probability in Region
µ + µC

2. Let Pnb be the blocking probability of new calls in Sector n of Cell m. As shown in
Eq. (25), Pnb can be derived by considering that a new call is blocked when the
available channels are all taken up (i.e., N n1, m + N n2, m + N n3, m = CnA, m ).

Max ( N n2,m +1 ) Max ( N 1n −1,m ) Max ( N n1 +1, m ) CnA,m

Pnb =

∑

∑

∑

∑

N n2,m +1 =0

N 1n −1,m =0

N n1 +1,m =0

N n2,m =0

( 25)

CnA,m − N n2,m

∑ [π

( N n1,m , N n2,m , CnA,m

−

N n1,m

−

N n2,m , N n1+1,m , N n1−1,m , N n2,m+1 )

]

N 1n ,m =0

Let Pd −isho be the dropping probability of inter-sector handoff calls. Pd −isho can be
derived from Eq. (26) by considering either of the following two scenarios: (i) no call in
Region 1 takes up a channel belonging to Sector n (i.e., N n1, m = 0 ), or (ii) the channels
in Sector n＋1 (or Sector n－1) reserved for inter-sector preempted calls are all taken up
(i.e., ηnisp+1, m + ηnisp−1, m = 0 ).
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 Max ( N n2,m+1 ) Max ( N n1−1,m ) Max ( N n1+1,m )

 N n2,m +1 = 0 N n1−1,m = 0 N n1+1,m =1

C nA,m


µS 2 
2
2
1
1
2
A

π (0, N n , m , Cn, m − N n , m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n , m +1 ) ×
µ + µ S 2 
 N n2,m = 0 


=  Max ( N 2 ) Max ( N 1 ) Max ( N 1 ) C A
n , m +1
n −1, m
n +1, m
n ,m


 N n2,m +1 = 0 N n1−1,m = 0 N n1+1,m =1 N n2,m = 0
 C nA,m − N n2,m

µS 2 

1
2
1
2
1
1
2
A
,
π ( N n, m , N n , m , Cn , m − N n, m − N n, m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n , m +1 ) ×

µ + µ S 2 
N n1 ,m =1 


isp
isp
 if η n +1, m + η n −1, m = 0

∑

∑

∑

∑

Pd − isho

∑

∑

∑

( 26 )

∑

∑

Let Pd −icho be the dropping probability of inter-cell handoff calls. Similarly,

Pd −icho can be derived from Eq. (27) by considering either of the following two
scenarios: (i) no call in Region 2 takes up a channel belonging to Cell m (i.e., N n2, m = 0 ),
or (2) the channels in Cell m＋1 reserved for inter-cell preempted calls are all taken up
(i.e., η nicp, m +1 = 0 ). At last, let U A denote the channel utilization of Sector n in Cell m.
We can compute U A from Eq. (28).
 Max ( N n2,m+1 ) Max ( N 1n−1,m ) Max ( N 1n+1,m )

 N n2,m+1 =1 N 1n−1,m = 0 N n1+1,m = 0

C nA,m


µC 
1
A
2
1
1
2

π ( N n, m ,0, Cn , m − N n , m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n , m +1 ) ×
µ + µC 

N 1n ,m = 0 


=  Max ( N 2 ) Max ( N 1 ) Max ( N 1 ) C A
n , m +1
n −1, m
n +1, m
n ,m


 N n2,m+1 =1 N n1−1,m = 0 N n1+1,m = 0 N n2,m = 0

C nA,m − N n2,m

µC 

1
2
A
1
2
1
1
2
,
π ( N n , m , N n , m , Cn , m − N n , m − N n, m , N n +1, m , N n −1, m , N n, m +1 ) ×

µ + µC 
N n1 ,m =1 


icp
 if η n , m +1 = 0

∑

∑

∑

∑

Pd − icho

∑

∑

∑

∑

∑
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( 27 )

Max ( N n2,m +1 ) Max ( N 1n −1,m ) Max ( N 1n +1,m ) CnA,m CnA,m − N n3,m

UA =

∑

∑

∑

∑ ∑

N n2,m +1 =0

N 1n −1,m =0

N 1n +1,m =0

N n3,m =0 N n2,m =0

CnA,m − N n3,m − N n2,m

∑
N 1n ,m =0

( 28 )


N n1,m + N n2,m + N n3,m 
1
2
3
1
1
2
×
π
(
N
,
N
,
N
,
N
,
N
,
N
)


n ,m
n ,m
n ,m
n+1,m
n −1,m
n ,m+1
CnA,m



4.3 Numerical Simulation and Discussion

Table 4.5. Parameters and values used in the numerical simulation.

Parameters

Values

Number of modulated channels ( CO )

30

Number of sectors in a cell ( N S )

3, 4

Channels in Sector n of Cell m reserved for inter-sector
1, 3

preempted calls ( Cnisp, m )
Channels in Sector n of Cell m reserved for inter-cell

1, 3

preempted calls ( Cnicp, m )
Channels in Sector n of Cell m＋1 reserved for inter-cell

1, 3

preempted calls ( Cnicp, m +1 )
Traffic load (ߩ)

0.3, 0.6, 0.9, 1.2, 1.5

Call duration time ( 1 µ )

500 sec

Distance from the hexagon center to any vertex (R)

1 km
20 km/h (≅ 6 m/s)

Speed of a mobile terminal (V)

to 100 km/h (≅ 28 m/s)

Overlapping area ratio ( a b )

1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0

Angle of two overlapping sectors ( θ O )

15 , 30 , 45 , 60 , 75

。

。

。

。

。

From the mathematical model presented in Section 4.2, an example is given to
compute the performance metrics. The parameters and values listed in Table 4.5 are
used to run on the MATLAB tool. Although performance metrics are calculated mainly
for Sector n in Cell m, it is easy to extend the same calculations to other sectors in other
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cells. To investigate the impact of traffic load on the performance metrics, we define
traffic load in an SBCN as ρ =

λn, m
Cn , m × µ

, where λn , m is the new-call
call arrival rate in

Sector n of Cell m, and Cn, m × µ is the total service rate of Cn , m channels.

Fig. 4.7.. Blocking probability of new calls versus traffic load.
load

Fig. 4.7 shows the blocking probability of new calls ( Pnb from Eq. (25))
(25 versus the
variations of traffic loadss ( ρ ). As ρ increases from 0.3 to 1.5, we can observe that
new-call
call blocking probabilities increase along with the increase of traffic load. It is
interesting to notice that new-call
new
blocking probabilities for a cell with four sectors
sector
( N S = 4 ) can be significantly reduced when compared to a cell with three sectors
sector
( N S = 3 ). Obviously, this significant reduction comes from frequency reuse since
available channels increase along with the increase of sector numbers.
Additionally, we are quite interested in studying Pnb when traffic among different
sectorss is not evenly distributed. There
here are three different traffic distributions in our
study; high, uniform, and low. High-traffic
High
distribution implies that the density of MTs
MT
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in Sector n is relatively higher than that in Sector n＋1 (or Sector n－1). Low-traffic
distribution implies the opposite situation. Uniform-traffic distribution is the situation
when MTs are uniformly distributed among different sectors. For high-traffic
distribution, we assume the arrival rate of Sector n is two times than that of Sector n＋1.
For low-traffic distribution, we assume the arrival rate of Sector n is half of that of
Sector n＋1. For uniform-traffic distribution, we assume MTs are uniformly distributed
among different sectors; i.e., the arrival rate of Sector n is exactly the same as that of
Sector n＋1.
From Fig. 4.7, we observe that, for the same traffic load, Pnb increases as traffic
distribution is changed from high to low. The reason why low-traffic distribution
exhibits the highest Pnb is because new calls in Sector n have to compete for the
channels with the largely increasing number of inter-sector handoff calls. In other words,
due to the low-traffic distribution in Sector n, the number of inter-sector handoff calls
moving into Sector n is significantly larger than that moving out from Sector n. On the
other hand, it is quite natural to observe that Pnb of uniform-traffic distribution just lies
between those curves of high-traffic and low-traffic distribution.
By fixing ρ = 0.5 , a / b = 1.5 , Cnisp,m = Cnicp,m = Cnicp,m+1 = 1 , and θ O = 30° , Fig. 4.8 shows
the dropping probability of inter-sector handoff calls ( Pd − isho from Eq. (26)) versus the
speed of MTs. It is observed that Pd − isho decreases very rapidly when the speed of MTs
is accelerated. The reason is quite straightforward since, by referring to Eq. (19),
high-speed MTs will decrease their dwell time in a region. In other words, the channel
occupancy time of high-speed MTs (e.g., V = 100 km/h) is much shorter than that of
low-speed MTs (e.g., V = 20 km/h). Thus, occupied channels are much easier to be
released when the speed of MTs is high, which consequently results in a decreased
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istribution, high,
Pd − isho . Another observation is that no matter which type of traffic distribution,
uniform, or low, Pd − isho always decreases as the number of sectors
sectors increases. Yet, when
traffic is unevenly distributed among sectors, we observe that Pd − isho in high-traffic
distribution is significantly lower than that in low-traffic
low
distribution.. The reason why
low-traffic
traffic distribution exhibits the highest Pd − isho is because a large number of
inter-sector handoff callss moving from Sector n ＋1 (or Sector n －1) to Sector n
compete
te for the channels with new calls,
calls, which in turn increases the dropping
probability of inter-sector handoff calls.
call

Fig. 4.8.. Dropping probability of inter-sector
inter
handoff calls versus the speed of MTs.
MTs

Fig. 4.9 shows the dropping probability of inter-cell handoff calls ( Pd − icho from Eq.
(27))
)) versus the speed of MTs.
MT It is observed
served that because of the shorter channel
occupancy time in high-speed
speed MTs,
M
Pd − icho decreases rapidly when the speed of MTs is
accelerated. Additionally, we observe that Pd − icho decreases accordingly with the
decrease of the overlapping area ratio (a/b). This is because the number of ongoing
on
calls
residing in the overlapping region of two cells (i.e., Region 2) decreases as a/b is
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decreased. As a result, smaller handoff probability results in smaller

Pd − icho . As to

the effect of reserved channels for inter-cell
inter
preempted calls,
s, we can see that as the
number of reserved channels ( Cnicp, m ) is increased from 1 to 3, Pd − icho is decreased by
about 25%. The reduction of Pd − icho becomes smaller as the speed of MTs
MT is increased.
The result from Fig. 4.9 has demonstrated that increasing the reserved channels for
inter-cell preempted calls can significantly reduce Pd − icho .

Fig. 4.9.. Dropping probability of inter-cell
inter
handoff calls versus the speed of MTs.
MTs

Fig. 4.10 shows the preemption probability under ISCP ( PISCP from Eq. (23))
(
as the
angle
ngle of two overlapping sectors
sector ( θ O ) increases from 15 to 75 degrees. First, we can
observe that PISCP increases rapidly as θ O increases. Since increasing θ O implies
that more MTss may reside in Region 1, it has higher possibility for an inter-sector
inter
handoff call to do channel preemption.
preemption Second, we observe that PISCP for low-speed
MTs (e.g., V= 20 km/h) is significantly higher than that for high-speed
high speed MTs (e.g., V= 60
km/h). Since a low-speed
speed MT has longer channel occupancy
oc
time,, the possibility of
being preempted is increased. Third, as the traffic load ( ρ  is increased from 0.5 to 1.0,
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it is noticed that PISCP increases accordingly. The reason is rather obvious;
obvious i.e., an
inter-sector handoff call has to preempt a channel to avoid being disconnected when the
competition from new callss is increased.

Fig. 4.10.. Preemption probability versus the overlapping angles under ISCP.
ISCP

By fixing ρ = 0.5 , Cnicp, m +1 = 1 , Cnisp,m = Cnicp,m = 3 , and θ O = 30° , in Fig. 4.11, we
investigate the preemption probability under ICCP ( PICCP from Eq. (24)),
)), as the number
of sectors, the average speed of MTs,
MT and the overlapping region of two cells are varied.
First, we can see that PICCP increases very quickly as the inter-cell overlapping region
ratio (a/b) increases from 1.2 to 2.0. Second, it is observed that as the speed of MTs
MT and

a/b are fixed, PICCP for three sectors
sector ( N S = 3 ) is higher than that for four sectors
sector
( N S = 4 ). This result reveals that due to fewer channels produced, it is easier to get
channel preemption when the number of sectors is smaller. Third, it is noticed that
PICCP decreases rapidly as the speed of MTs increases from 20 km/h to 60 km/h. By

referring to Eq. (1), the explanation for this decrease is also straightforward;
straightforward shorter
channel occupancy time in high-speed
high
MTs makes channel preemption
ption becomes more
4-23

difficult.

Fig. 4.11.. Preemption probability versus a/b under ICCP.
ICCP

Next, let us investigate channel utilization ( U A from Eq. (28)). By referring to Eq.
(28),
), channel utilization can be computed. As shown in Fig. 4.12,, first we observe that
U A increases very quickly as ρ is increased from 0.3 to 1.5. This is because higher

traffic load implies a large number of new calls;
calls; the channels therefore become more
utilized. The second observation
observati
is that U A decreases significantly as the sum of
reserved channels ( Cnicp, m + Cnisp, m ) is decreased from 6 to 2. This
his is because when the sum
of reserved channels is decreased, available channels in Sector n of Cell m (i.e., CnA, m ) is
increased accordingly. As a result, many available channels become less utilized. Last,
we observe that U A of low-speed
low
MTs is higher than that of high--speed MTs. By
referring to Eq. (19),
), low-speed
low
MTs (e.g., V = 30 km/h) have longer channel
occupancy time than high-speed
high
MTs (e.g., V = 60 km/h); channel utilization for
low-speed MTss is therefore increased.
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Fig. 4.12.
4
Channel utilization versus traffic load.

Fig. 4.13.. The impact of reserved channels on Pd − isho and Pnb .

To study the influence of reserved channels on the blocking probability of new calls
and the dropping probability of inter-sector handoff calls, we fix N S = 3 , a b = 1.4 ,

Cnicp, m = 1 , Cnicp, m =1 = 3 , V = 30 km/h , and θ = 30° in the simulation. The result is shown
in Fig. 4.13.. First we observe that Pd − isho decreases as Cnisp, m is increased from 1 to 3.
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This
his is because the increasing number of reserved channels certainly helps to reduce the
dropping probability of inter-sector
inter
handoff calls.
s. To the contrast, we observe that Pnb
increases as Cnisp, m is increased from 1 to 3. This is because the increasing number of
reserved channels will decrease the number of available channels ( CnA, m ) for new calls.
call
Finally, too compare the proposed CRP model with some existing
xisting works [4], [32],
[37]-[40], Fig. 4.14 shows that the proposed model can improve Pd − isho (the dropping
probability of inter-sector
sector handoff calls)
call by 17% for low-traffic
traffic distribution and 20% for
high-traffic distribution as the speed of MTs
MTs equals 20 km/h. The improvement in

Pd − isho is gradually reduced as the speed of MTs is increased. Fig. 4.15 shows that
Pd − icho (the dropping probability of inter-cell
inter
handoff calls)
s) can be improved by 8%
when a / b = 1.8 and 11% when a / b = 1.4 . Similarly, the improvement in Pd − icho is
decreased as the speed of MTs is increased.

Fig. 4.14. Pd − isho comparisons with and without using CRP.
CRP
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Fig. 4.15. Pd − icho comparisons with and without using CRP.
CRP
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Chaper 5

Conclusions and Future Works

5.1 Conclusions
This dissertation has presented two channel reservation and preemption algorithms;
one is adaptive channel preemption (ACP) algorithm for small-cell embedded
large-cellular (SCELC) networks, and another one is channel reservation and
preemption (CRP) algorithm for sector-based cellular networks (SBCN). In SCELC,
two different preemption scenarios, ACP-1 and ACP-2, were introduced to fully utilize
the capacity of FBS and EBS cells. On the other hand, two CRP schemes were
described respectively for inter-sector channel preemption (ISCP) and inter-cell channel
preemption (ICCP) to fully utilize the capacity of SBCN.
The novelties of this dissertation can be observed from two aspects; the first aspect
is beneficial to an intra-handoff call, since with ACP it is allowed to preempt an
ongoing call when the latter is located in the inter-cell overlapping area; the second
aspect is favor to a handoff call (either inter-sector or inter-cell), since with CRP it can
preempt an ongoing call when the latter is located in the overlapping area between two
adjacent sectors or two neighbor cells.
For the purpose of performance evaluation, we have built two analytical models; a
4-tuple and a 6-tuple Markov chain models, respectively, for ACP in an SCELC
network and for CRP in an SBCN. Numerical simulation results have demonstrated our
contributions by five annotations, which are beneficial to a telecommunication
company:
(1) Embedding one or more EBS cells inside an FBS cell can significantly reduce
the new-call blocking probability, but it may adversely increase the dropping
probability of intra-handoff calls,
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(2) Enlargement of the inter-cell overlapping area for high-speed MT in an SCELC
network may place more impact on the preemption probability of intra-handoff calls
than that for low-speed MT,
(3) The proposed CRP can substantially reduce the dropping probability of
inter-sector handoff calls, particularly when traffic between two sectors is not evenly
distributed,
(4) As the overlapping area between two sectors (in terms of θ O ) or between two
cells (in terms of a / b ) is increased, the preemption probability can be increased
accordingly, which effectively reduces the dropping probability of handoff calls, and
(5) Increasing the speed of MTs in an SBCN may decrease the preemption
probability and channel utilization, which is not beneficial to inter-sector handoff calls,
nor to inter-cell handoff calls.

5.2 Future Works
In this dissertation, all the ongoing calls are assumed that they have the equal
preemption priority. However, to be more realistic, in the future, we will consider MTs
with different priorities. For example, an ongoing call with high priority, such as an
emergency call, may not be preempted to prevent significant interruption while being
forced to switch to another BS. Thus, an ongoing call with low priority should be
preempted first, not the high priority.
Finally, many literatures have discussed inter-cell and inter-sector interference in
SBCN and SCELC networks. How to consider the interference effect in the proposed
algorithms and analytical model is our next research subject. When propagation path
loss and fading channel are both adopted, we need to consider the channel condition of a
preempted call before it can be switched to another BS or another directional antenna.
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Thus, we can compute the dropping probability of preempted calls due to weak signal.
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